make your own

rabbit
cat
or

bear
paper animal character
a scrapbasket toy from
craftdesignworks
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Paper rabbit, cat & bear

…and a few little things to get your paper world started…
www.craftdesignworks.com
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Paper rabbit, cat & bear
For each animal, cut out one head/body piece, two arms and
two legs from thick paper or thin card. Extra credit for using
something you were planning to recycle…now you’re upcycling
it instead.
You can make your animal 2 different ways:
1. Use a dot of glue to attach the arms and legs, lining up the
gray dots for positioning. This is the easiest way.
2. If you have some mini-brads or some heavy thread or yarn,
you can make your animal with moving arms and legs.
Punch holes through the gray dots with an awl or the point
of a sharp pencil. Put the mini-brads through the holes and
open them up, or thread through your thick thread or yarn
and knot it on each side. This is more fiddly but can work if
you’re careful and persistent.
OK! Now you have an animal toy. You can give it a face (don’t
forget whiskers for the rabbit and the cat). You can make
clothes for it. You can make a bed for it. Even tiny pieces of
fabric will make good things for your animal. Extra credit for
using things you were planning to recycle or throw away.
These animals are earthkeepers and love reusing things.
You can make a house for your animal, or even a town or
even a city. You can make one animal or a family or a bunch
of friends. You can make other kinds of animals, like maybe a
lion using the cat pattern for a start.
I know you’re already thinking of lots of different ideas and I
hope you have a wonderful time making your animals and
making a little paper world for them.
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